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Growing Topology Learning  
Self-Organizing Map  

Vilson L. Dalle Mole and Aluizio F. R. Araújo 
Federal Technologic University of Paraná, Federal University of Pernambuco 

Brasil 

1. Introduction  

This chapter presents a neural model capable of learning the input space topology 
producing a true representation map. Such a model is an extension of GSOSM (Growing 
Self-Organizing Surface Map) (DalleMole & Araújo, 2008, 2010a) which was firstly 
developed considering the surface reconstruction problem. The GSOSM algorithm starts 
with an empty map and learns the surface topology from a dense cloud of points. With 
GSOSM, a folded surface is reproduced by a mesh of approximately equal and almost 
equilateral triangles whose granularity is controlled by a simple parameter. Because of its 
initial purpose of Surface Reconstruction, the GSOSM algorithm uses a cross product 
operation which is not applicable for 温津, 券 伴 ぬ spaces. Then, we have modified GSOSM 
replacing the cross product with another approach. Also, we have added an activation 
function to produce an unglued activation value. This makes possible some inferences 
without knows the value of parameter 結陳銚掴. Then, we called the modified model as 
Growing Topology Learning Self-Organizing Map (GTLSOM) (DalleMole & Araújo, 2010b). 
Moreover, here we give a proof on GTLSOM capability to produce a topology preservation 
map. Thereafter, we used GTLSOM as a basic memory of perceptions in our work with 
mobile robots. We also described our proposed model to give to a robot the capability of 
learn about feasibility of navigation actions starting from contextual perceptions.   
Section 2 presents a brief discussion about topology preservation meaning. Section 3 
presents de GSOSM model. Section 4 presents the changes maid into GSOSM to produce the 
GTLSOM model. Section 5 presents our model for robot perception of obstacles and also 
presents some of obtained results. Our conclusions are given in Section 6. 

2. Why topology learning 

Consider a folded surface immersed into 温戴 space. The surface defines the topology of space 
comprising all surface points. This is very distant of classical math definition for vector 
space. However, a map describing the surface topology makes possible some inferences i.e. 
about the relative position of two surfaces. Pattern classification is another great area in 
which topology preserving maps are useful. Because a topology preserving map represents 
the patterns distribution subdividing the input space while representing the regions where a 
specific pattern has a positive probability density. Then, given a map or a set of maps 
describing the space topology for a set of patterns classes, the correct class of an input 
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sample is determined by inspecting which stored pair (pattern, class) better represent it.  
Therefore, topology preserving maps is useful for computational intelligence acting as a 
memory where patterns are stored and classified. 

3. The GSOSM Model 

The main goal of Growing Self-Organizing Surface Map (GSOSM) is to provide a learning 
approach for surface reconstruction from an unstructured point cloud producing a mesh of 
approximately equilateral triangles with similar areas. Its design can be characterized by: (i) 
an incremental mapping process in which the neighbourhood nodes are defined by a 
learning process; (ii) an algorithm without any dependence on error accumulators or cycle 
counters; (iii) a learning rule which handle input sequences presentation of similar or very 
distinct patterns; (iv) the capacity of produce a suitable representation for any shape; and (v) 
a mesh construction process which is eventually free of internal, overlapping, or false faces 
(DalleMole & Araújo, 2010a). The GSOSM algorithm have nine simple steps: (i) parameter 
setup; (ii) sample presentation; (iii) determination of closest neighbouring nodes starting 
from current sample; (iv) insertion of a new node; (v) weight vector update; (vi) node 
collapse; (vii) determination of winner connection with the current sample; (viii) insertion or 
substitution of a connection; and (ix) removal or swap of connections. 

3.1 Initial map and parameters 
The initial state of GSOSM map is an empty graph"罫岫鯨┸ 系岻, where"鯨 is a set of nodes and 系 is 
the set of connections (edges) linking each pair of neighboring nodes. And, four parameter 
values needs to be specified: (i) 結陳銚掴 - The maximum local error, which is directly related to 
the length of connections between nodes (triangle edges); (ii) 糠 - The learning rate; (iii)"肯陳沈津 
– specify the smallest value accepted for the maximum internal angle of a triangle; and (iv) 紅陳沈津 - The minimal correlation rate required to insert a new connection between a selected 
pair of nodes. This parameter constrains the insertion of a wrong connection because 
GSOSM employs it to identify two distinct parallel sheets of a surface. 

3.2 The nodes insertion operator 
The insertion of a new node aims to represent the samples belonging to non-mapped areas. 
GSOSM nodes distribution aims to represent the whole input space using the lowest 
possible number of nodes. Each node has a spherical receptive field with radius"結陳銚掴, hence 
any input signal ど within it is considered as mapped. Then a new node is inserted even an 
input signal ど is determined as unmapped. The weight vector 創鎚韮賑葱 of a newly node 嫌津勅栂 is 

set equal to input signal ど. Moreover, a newly node has no initial connections because the 
neighbourhood relationships are established during connection learning process. 

3.3 The adaptation operator 
This step aims to produce fine adjustments in the map considering the topology of input space. 
The GSOSM adaptation schema has two self excluding adaptation steps. Given an input signal 
ど, find its three closest nodes {嫌待┸ 嫌怠┸ 嫌態}. Then, consider the plan 鶏 spanning the triangle 実 
defined by the weigh vectors of these nodes, and a prism 湿 defined by the three orthogonal 
planes intersecting 鶏 at the edges of""実. The first adaptation step is as in SOM (Kohonen, 1989) 
and is employed if ど is not within 湿"or if"ß̶̋"ºæ¸̋œ"嫌待, 嫌怠 and 嫌態 are not interconnected. 創鎚轍 噺 創鎚轍 髪 ゎ範祖 伐 創鎚轍飯 (1)
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Otherwise if ど is inside of 湿, the second adaptation step is employed. This step rotates the 
triangle"実 around an imaginary axis containing"創鎚迭 ┸ 創鎚鉄and towards ど, approximating the 

triangle face to the correct surface reconstruction. 創鎚轍 噺 創鎚轍 髪 糠 隈津 穴岫鶏┸ 祖岻 (2)

where, 隈津 is the normal vector of plane 鶏, and 穴岫鶏┸ 祖岻 is the distance between 祖 and 鶏. 
This two step operator enables GSOSM to handle correlated samples while avoiding node 
overfitting. Whereas, if only the original SOM adaptation operator is applied, it will pulls 
the winner node towards the second closest node undoing the configuration of the 
equilateral triangles. 

3.4 The merging operator 

The GSOSM nodes insertion operator ensures a suitable distance between a newly node and 
any other node in the map. However, all nodes are subject to being repositioned by the 
adaptation operator. As a consequence, a repositioned node can invade the receptive field of 
node. Then, given an input signal ど, if the distance between the two closest nodes 嫌待 and 嫌怠 
is smaller than 結兼欠捲, the nodes are merged. The resultant node 嫌津勅栂 is positioned between 
the original positions of merged nodes. 創鎚韮賑葱 噺 ど┻の範創鎚轍 髪創鎚迭飯 (3)

where 創鎚韮賑葱 is the weight vector of resulting node. 

3.5 The competitive connection hebbian learning – CCHL 

GSOSM model introduced a new learning rule called Competitive Connection Hebbian 
Learning (CCHL). This is a substitute for CHL (Martinetz & Schulten, 1991) to learn the 
node-neighborhood relationships producing a triangulation. It is because surface 
reconstruction procedures need to reach a complete triangulation that can not be obtained 
using CHL (DalleMole & Araújo, 2008). This new learning rule is based on the concept of 
second order Voronoi diagram (Martinetz & Schulten, 1994), and it can be formally stated 
as: given an input signal 祖 and its three closest nodes"岶"嫌待┸ "嫌怠┸ "嫌態岼, the pair to be connected is 
that forming the closest edge to"祖. 
Employing the CCHL rule, the winner connection could be determined considering the 
triangle 実 formed by the three closest nodes to the current sample"祖. The line segments 
connecting each vertex to its incenter1 determine the regions where the sample 祖 is closest to 
one of its edges. Therefore, each possible connection has a Voronoi region where a sample 
induces its creation.  

3.6 The connection insertion operator 

In GSOSM, the main objective of insertion of connections is to obtain a complete 

triangulation producing a mesh representation with approximately equilateral triangles 

with similar size. Hence, given a sample 祖, the CCHL rule decides the connection 潔津勅栂盤嫌沈 ┸ 嫌珍匪" to be inserted. However, the GSOSM imposes three other conditions that need to 

be satisfied before creating a connection: (i) The coefficient of correlation 紅 (Equation 4) 

                                                                 
1 The point that is equidistant from all triangle edges. 
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satisfies (Equation 5); (ii) the coefficient of similarity"肯 (Equation 6) between 嫌沈 and 嫌珍 "with 

respect to node 嫌賃 "┸ 倦 樺 岷ど┸な┸に峅"┸ 倦 塙 件┸ 倹 is greater than or equal to parameter"肯陳沈津; and (iii) 潔栂沈津 does not cross the Voronoi region of any other connection. The first condition verify the 

continuity of the input space between the nodes 嫌沈 and 嫌珍; the second assures the formation 

of triangles that are approximately equilateral; and the third condition identifies crossing 

connections that could create overlapping triangle faces. 

紅 噺 盤祖 伐 創鎚日匪┻ 岾創鎚乳 伐創鎚日峇嵶創鎚乳 伐創鎚日嵶態 ┸ "舗祖 伐 創鎚日舗 判 嵶祖 伐 創鎚乳嵶 (4)

紅陳沈津 判 紅 判 ど┻の 紅陳沈津 樺 岷ど┸ ど┻の峅 (5)

The coefficient 紅 is the projection of input signal 祖 into the connection that is to be created. 

As the projection of 祖 approximates to the connection midpoint the probability of inserting 

an erroneous connection is decreased. 

The parameter 紅陳沈津 specifies a minimum value for the coefficient 紅 and controls the GSOSM 

capability to differentiate between two parallel surface parts with a small gap between them.  

The coefficient 肯 is the cosine of the angle between vectors 携 噺 創鎚日 伐"創鎚入  and "掲 噺 創鎚乳 伐"創鎚入 , therefore "肯 樺 岷伐な┸な峅. The insertion of a new connection inside of a regular pentagon 

has to satisfy 肯陳沈津 寄 ̊æœ岫などぱソ岻 簡 伐ど┻ぬどひ because this is the angle between two consecutive 

pentagon edges. However, as 肯陳沈津 goes to 伐な the algorithm becomes inefficient allowing 

insertion of connections producing irregular triangles with a large variation of edge lengths 

which will be removed rapidly. The coefficient 肯 is determined by: 

肯 噺 創鎚日 伐創鎚入舗創鎚日 伐創鎚入舗 ぉ 創鎚乳 伐創鎚入嵶創鎚乳 伐創鎚入嵶 (6)

The third constraint stated that 潔栂沈津 does not cross any Voronoi region of other connections. 

This constraint is verified using the CCHL to verify if the midpoint of 潔栂沈津 is within a 

Voronoi region of another connection 潔鎚入鎚禰 "┸ 建 塙 件┸ 倹. Moreover, the search is restricted to the 

connections emanating from 嫌賃" and going towards the mid point between  創鎚日  and 創鎚乳 . 
3.7 The fidelity coefficient 

The coefficient 剛 (Equation 7 ) is a measure about the fidelity representation of a connection 

and GSOSM employs it to determine if the connection insertion process should be aborted; 

or if a existent connection should be replaced by "潔栂沈津. To select the action to be carried out, 

GSOSM choose the action that preserves the connection with the highest 剛 value.  

剛 噺 嵜な 髪 】紅 伐 ど┻の】 髪 穴岫潔鎚日鎚乳┸祖岻嵶潔鎚日鎚乳┸嵶 崟貸怠
 (7) 

with 穴 岾潔鎚日鎚乳┸祖峇 噺 嵶釆創鎚日 髪 紅 峙創鎚乳 伐創鎚日峩挽 ‒ 祖嵶  and  嵶潔鎚日鎚乳嵶 噺 嵶創鎚日 伐創鎚乳嵶 
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where 創鎚日  and 創鎚乳  are the weight vectors of nodes at the extremities of  connection 潔鎚日鎚乳 .  
The last component of Equation 7 is the distance between the sample 祖 and the connection 潔沈珍, whereas the middle component ensures that samples closest to the connection midpoint 

have a 剛 value greater than other ones. The constant first term is used to avoid numeric ill 
condition only. Thereby, the coefficient 剛 represents the connection fidelity as a direct 
function of samples that are captured by the Voronoi region of the connection. Moreover, 
the stored 剛 value is updated as the connection is a winner, therefore maintaining even the 
highest value. 

3.8 The connection removal operator 

The removal operator aims to eliminate long connections which combined with suitable 
connections produce non-equilateral triangles. Another objective is to eliminate cross 
connections which produce overlapping triangles in the mesh. Therefore, this is a two steps 
operator. The first step, is based on the connection removal operator of the ITM model 
(Jockusch & Ritter, 1999) and removes long connections. GSOSM considers the nodes "嫌沈 and 嫌珍 at extremities of connection "潔栂沈津 and removes the connections "潔鎚日鎚禰 satisfying the 

Equation 8 (except 潔鎚日鎚乳"). In GSOSM, the parameter 肯陳沈津 replaces the fixed value 肺鉄 of the 

ITM model.  創鎚日 伐創鎚乳嵶創鎚日 伐創鎚乳嵶 ┻ 創鎚入 伐創鎚乳嵶創鎚入 伐創鎚乳嵶 隼 肯陳沈津" ┸ (8)

If the removal of a long connection results in a lozenge without any diagonal, GSOSM uses a 
swap operator ensuring a complete local triangulation. To couple with the surface folds, the 
whole process is aborted if the swap results in a connection whose value of coefficient 剛 is 
smaller than 剛頂濡日濡入 . 

The second step employ CCHL rule to find and remove a cross connection, eliminating 
overlapping triangle faces. It is carried out using the CCHL to verify if the midpoint of 潔栂沈津 
is within another connection Voronoi region (DalleMole & Araújo, 2010a). If an intersection 
is detected, the connection with the smallest 剛 value is removed. 

3.9 GSOSM algorithm 

The algorithm of the GSOSM is as follow. 
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4. The GTLSOM model 

Basically, the GTLSOM model is an extension of GSOSM model which was initially 

conceived for surface reconstruction. GTLSOM introduces two little changes turning the 

model suitable to work with any entry space. The first one includes an adjustment of 

Equation 2, because the cross product used in GSOSM is not defined for 温津, 券 伴 ぬ. The 

second includes an activation function to represent the activation of nodes as a value 

ungrounded to parameter 結陳銚掴. These changes are detailed bellow. 

4.1 Adjusting the second adaptation atep 

The second step of adaptation of GSOSM algorithm (Equation 2) performs a triangle 

rotation. This step requests the computation of a normal vector considering the plane 

formed by the three closest nodes to input signal 祖. Commonly, a normal vector is obtained 

employing the cross product operator. However, this is not defined for a space 温津, 券 伴 ぬ, 

then we used the method proposed by Sloughter (2001) and so the following text is based on 

its work.  

In order to get an suitable orthogonal vector, given the input signal 祖 and its three closest 

nodes 嫌待, 嫌怠 and 嫌態 and the respective model vectors 創鎚日  ,"件 噺 ど┸な┸に. If vectors 創鎚日  are linearly 

independent they determine a plane 鶏. Then determine the vectors 携 and 敬 lien in the plane 鶏 as  携 噺 創鎚迭 伐創鎚轍 , 敬 噺 創鎚鉄 伐創鎚轍  (9)

and the parametric equation of plane 鶏 as 桂 噺 建携 髪 嫌敬 髪創鎚轍 ┻ (10) 

In a general sense, given a plane 鶏 with equation 桂 噺 建携 髪 嫌敬 髪 径, if we find two vectors 軍 

and 郡 lying in 鶏 such that 軍 吃 郡 with 押軍押 噺 な and 押郡押 噺 な, becomes that equation  桂 噺 建軍 髪嫌郡 髪 径 describes the same plane 鶏. Therefore, taking 卦 as the projection of 敬 into 携 the 

vectors 軍 and 郡 can be wrote as     

軍 噺 な押携押 携┸ (11) 

郡 噺 な押敬 伐 卦押 岫敬 伐 卦岻┻ (12) 

Moreover, given a vector 恵 not in 鶏, let 慶 be the sum of the projections of 恵 onto 軍 and 郡, 
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慶 噺 岫恵┻ 軍岻軍 髪 岫恵┻ 郡岻郡┻ (13) 

Without lost of generallity, consider the plane 鶏 through the origin.  It follows that for any 桂 噺 建軍 髪 嫌郡 髪 径 in plane 鶏, becomes 岫恵 伐 慶岻┻ 桂 噺 岫恵 伐 慶岻┻ 岫建軍 髪 嫌郡岻 噺 建岫恵 伐 慶岻┻ 軍 髪 嫌岫恵 伐 慶岻┻ 郡 噺 ど┸ (14) 

that is, 恵 伐 慶 is orthogonal to every vector in the plane 鶏.  Returning to the initial problem, 

all we need is to find 慶 and then doing "隈津" 噺 祖貸慶押祖貸慶押 and 穴岫鶏┸ 祖岻 噺 押祖 伐 慶押, the Equation 2 

becomes 創鎚轍 噺 創鎚轍 髪 糠岫祖 伐 慶岻┻ (15)

4.2 Setting up an activation function 

We have considered a Gaussian function as a suitable function to express the node 

activation in terms of its similarity to the input signal 祖. It is because the output of this 

function type is constrained into interval [0;1]. Moreover, we can control its radial base 

enforcing the value of  購 as need. Then, setting 購 噺 結陳銚掴, the equation of activation level of a 

node 嫌沈 becomes. 

欠鎚日 噺 結捲喧 蕃伐舗祖 伐 創鎚日舗態に┻ 結陳銚掴態 否┸ (16) 

where 欠鎚日  is the activation of node 嫌沈, 押ぉ押 is the Euclidean distance. 

Note that using Equation 16, a value of 欠鎚日 簡 ど┻は is obtained when the input signal is located 

near the boundaries of receptive field of node 嫌沈. Moreover, the relative position of 祖 and its 
three closest neighbouring nodes can be estimated using the information provided by 欠鎚日 . 
4.3 Topology preservation 

In the common sense, the topology preservation is understood as the degree to which a map 

preserves the information about proximity between points and about the continuity of entry 

space. The topology preservation implicates into the equivalence between the generated 

map and the entry space for all represented points and its neighbourhoods (Vilmann, 1999). 

Definition 1: A graph 罫 together its nodes 件 associated to points "敬沈 forms a topology 

preserving map of a entry space (manifold) 硬, if exists a mapping function 砿┺硬 募 罫 leading 

neighbour signals in 硬 to neighbour nodes in 罫; and its inverse mapping 砿貸怠┺ 罫 募 硬 

leading nodes that are neighbour in 罫 to neighbour places in 硬 (Martinetz, 1994). 

From insertion operator (Subsection 3.2) each input signal 祖 is classified to a node 嫌沈 樺 鯨 with 
a receptive field, or produces the insertion of a new node 嫌津勅栂 with a weight vector 創鎚韮賑葱 噺祖. Therefore, the first condition is directly satisfied by the GTLSOM mapping process: 砿┺硬 募 鯨 】 砿岫祖賃岻 噺 嫌沈 ┸ 嫌沈 樺 鯨┸ 褐祖賃 樺 硬. (17) 

The inverse mapping 砿貸怠 is also directly verified because a new node 嫌津勅栂 is created setting 創鎚韮賑葱 噺 祖: 
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砿貸怠┺ 鯨 募 硬 】 砿貸怠岫嫌沈岻 噺 祖賃 ┸ 褐嫌沈 樺 鯨 蝦 祖賃 樺 硬┻ (18) 

Moreover, using CCHL the connection insertion operator is fired only if an input signal falls 
between two nodes. Therefore, the connection represents the input space continuity. Then, 
the existence of mapping functions 砿 and 砿貸怠 plus CCHL connection learning rule ensure 
the topology preservation. 

5. Robot obstacle perception and safe navigation learning  

We have used GTLSOM to enables a robot to learn about its surrounding environment 
while identifying the presence of obstacles or empty space. We used a GTLSOM map as a 
basic memory for robot perceptions because its capabilities of storing and clustering similar 
inputs. Whereas a learning schema was employed to produce synapses linking the robot 
perceptions to navigation actions. The main objective was learning about feasibility of each 
possible navigation action, starting from a remembering process of context similarities. The 
cognitive process recovers the knowledge stored into synapses producing a value judgment 
to subsidize the robot behavior. In other words, the robot learns about the feasibility of each 
action into the perceived surrounding environment context. Once a local environment has 
been explored the assimilated knowledge remains available and the robot makes use of it to 
navigate into unknown environments. Moreover, the stored knowledge is continuously 
refined and updated. Lastly, we developed a layered schema (Fig. 1) to accommodate the 
subsystems in a modular way.  
The first layer is responsible for sense the surrounding environment producing perceptions. 
The second layer is a GTLSOM map grouping an storing perceptions producing a map, a 
basic memory, 嫉椎, for perceptions. At layer 3 a learning process conjugates information 
about recollected memories, selected actions and motor feedbacks, producing and 
modifying synapses between memories and actions (Fig. 2). Another process uses the 
knowledge stored into the synapses to produce a value judgment about action feasibility. 
The process at layer 4 considers the produced judgments to select the action to be carried 
out and signal it to motor subsystem. The motor subsystem accepts, as entry, a vector 
specifying the action command which is executed producing a feedback signal for Synapse 
Learning module.   
 

 

Fig. 1. Diagram of blocks of layered schema for robot navigation system  
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Fig. 2. Memory of perceptions and the synapses between actions 治餐 and memory units 

5.1 Sensing and perception subsystem 

We have considered an internal and structured environment composed of rooms, corridors 
and passages between them. And a robot with a body shaped like a box having six laser 
based sensor devices one on each lateral face one on top and other on bottom face. Each 

sensor device 嫌沈 produces a flow 軸鎚日  of reads 景痛鎚日  sweeping its laser spot by 180º stepping no 
more that 10º between reads. The perception module uses the vectors of sensor reads 
recovering a environment semi contour (Fig. 3) surrounding the robot for each instant 建. 
 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Fig. 3. Samples of surrounding contour perception produced using reads from frontal sensor 
device. The circular line crossing the lines of reads indicates the prunning distance 

The sensor reads are pruned (Equation 19) so that only the immediate surrounding 
environment is considered as specified by parameter 写鱈叩淡. Then, each perception 喧 is 

codified into a vector 敬沈 樺 温煮 using 煮 first geometric moments of Zernick (1934). Firstly the 
surrounding contour is plotted into a circular bitmap image with radius equals to value of 
parameter 堅 and then the values of geometric moments are determined. Therefore, a 
perception represents a contour image as illustrated in Fig. 3 and is the basic unit of 
perceptive flows. 
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景旺痛鎚日 噺 岷捲待嫗 ┸ ┼ ┸ 捲沈嫗┸ ┼ 峅 ┸ 捲沈嫗 噺 岫掲沈 ┸ 穴沈嫗岻┸  穴沈嫗 噺 犯 穴沈 件血 穴沈 判 写陳銚掴写陳銚掴 件血 穴沈 伴 写陳銚掴般, (19)"
where 掲沈 is the direction vector of read; 穴沈 and 穴沈嫗 are, respectively, the measured and 

pruned distance; and 景旺痛鎚日 is the vector of pruned reads. 

This representation schema preserves the image discretionary capability while enables 
direct comparisons employing Euclidean distance. Moreover, it was proved effective and 
under determined conditions could reduce the space of configurations to a finite number. 
Such reduction could be reached because the pruning step and the use of a finite number of 
geometric moments and because GTLSOM groups similar inputs with a receptive field. 

5.2 Synapse learning 

This module knows which units of memory were activated by perceptions coming from each 
sensor device, as well as actions taken based on them and the feedback received from motor 
subsystem.  Such information is employed for synapse establishment or adjustment. The 

actions are represented by a vector 阻 樺 温賃 with 倦 being the degrees of freedom of robot. For 
each possible action (go_ahead, go_back, turn_left, turn_right and soon) a set of synapses is 
constructed and the set of all synapses and its stored values forms a base of knowledge about 
actions feasibility for each local environment context. Each synapse is valued into an interval 岷ど┸な峅 with initial value being given by parameter 航, which specify the minimum value to an 
action be considered as feasible. Therefore, learning occurs by adjusting synapse value 
through a schema of punishment and reward (Kaebling et al., 1996); (Sutton & Barto, 1998). 
The synapse adjustment consider the coefficients represented by parameters 糠追 and 糠椎 and 

affect only the synapses 嫌鎮日塚乳  between the recollected memory 健沈 and the associated action 鉱珍. 
The adjustments are determined using Equation (20) for successful actions and Equation (21) 
for those producing unwanted results i.e. a collision with an obstacle. 

嫌鎮日塚乳嫗 岫建嫗岻 噺 畔 嫌鎮日塚乳岫建嫗岻 髪 糠追痛嫦 磐な 伐 嫌鎮日塚乳岫建嫗岻卑 件血 嫌憲潔結嫌嫌嫌鎮日塚乳岫建嫗岻 髪 糠椎痛嫦 磐ど 伐 嫌鎮日塚乳岫建嫗岻卑 件血 血欠件健憲堅結 ┸ 褐建嫗 樺 峅建 伐 酵┸ 建峅 , (20)"
with "糠追痛 噺 糠追 ┸ 糠追痛貸怠 噺 ど┻の糠追痛糠椎痛 噺 糠椎┸ 糠椎痛貸怠 噺 ど┻の糠椎痛 ,  

嫌鎮日塚乳嫗 岫建岻 噺 嫌鎮日塚乳岫建岻 髪 糠椎痛 磐ど 伐 嫌鎮日塚乳岫建岻卑 ┸ 糠椎痛 噺 糠椎, (21)"
where 嫌鎮日塚乳  is the synapse value at time 建 and 嫌鎮日塚乳嫗  is the synapse value after adaptation step; 鉱珍 is the 倹 伐 Î嫌件兼欠 component of 阻 and represents an possible action; 糠追 and "糠椎 are 

paramters representing the rates of reward and punishment respectively, 糠追 ┸ 糠椎 樺 岷ど┹ な峅;"建 is 

the current time instant and  建嫗 is the time instant in which the action was executed; and 酵 is 
a parameter controlling the number of time instants to back propagation of adjustments for 
a selected action executed successfully. 
Therefore, the adjustment affects positively the 考 stronger synapses, if the action is executed 
successfully. And negatively the synapses that subsidized the selection of an action with 
unwanted results.   
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5.3 Action value judgment 

For each time instant a value judgment is determined for all possible actions.  Then, for each 

component 鉱珍 of 阻 this process considers the average of values stored in the synapses 

between it and the first 膏 activated units of memory. Therefore, the output of this process is 

a 倦 dimensional vector of values into interval 岷ど┹ な峅 representing the robot knowledge about 

the feasibility of each navigation action into the current context. As mentioned early, a 

parameter 航 is used to signal a minimum value for an action to be considered as feasible. 

5.4 Algorithm 

 

 
 

5.5 Results 

This section presents three sets (A, B and C) of results obtained with our model for robot 

obstacle perception and safe navigation learning. In test sets A and C the robot is 

constrained to navigate in 2D whereas set B refers to robot navigating in 3D. In set C the 

robot was removed from a known environment part and introduced into another similar 

environment part. The selection of navigation actions was subject of a probabilistic 

algorithm. Then the robot remain wandering and swaps the selected navigation action if it 

collides with an obstacle or the value judgment of current action indicates that it is unsafe. 
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5.5.1 Parametrization 

The basic memory of perception 嫉椎 is a GTLSOM map then its parameter set was 
established setting 煮 噺 など, 結陳銚掴 噺 にど and 結陳銚掴 噺 ねど defining two test subsets. The 
parameters set for the laser based sensors was established setting 嫌拳結結喧ｅ欠券訣健結 噺 なぱどソ, 嫌拳結結喧ｅ嫌建結喧 噺 などソ and 堅剣建欠建件剣券ｅ欠券訣健結 噺 なぱどソ, 堅剣建欠建件剣券ｅ嫌建結喧 噺 なのソ for the case 3D. The 
robot velocity was fixed as two units of measurement per time unit and two degrees per 
time unit for rotation velocity. The association between sensors and navigation actions is 
given in the Table 1.  
 

Sensor Front Left Right Back Top Botton 

Action go ahead turn left turn right go back float up float down 

Table 1.Sensors and Navigation Actions Association 

The parameter set of our model was established setting 写陳銚掴 噺 などど, 堅 噺 にどど, 航 噺 ど┻は, 酵 噺 ぬ, 膏 噺 ぬ, 考 噺 な. The coeficientes 糠追 and 糠椎 were set according the test case. 

5.5.2 Test set A – navigating in 2D  

The graphs of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 report the robot behaviour evolution when positioned 
towards an obstacle. Each graph show the relation between the number of navigation 
actions aborted in function of its judgment value (circular marker) and the number of 
navigation actions with unwanted results (lozenge marker).  

 

 
(a) 糠追 噺 ど┻な,  糠椎 噺 ど┻な (b) 糠追 噺 ど┻な,  糠椎 噺 ど┻に (c) 糠追 噺 ど┻に,  糠椎 噺 ど┻な 

 
(d) 糠追 噺 ど┻ぬ,  糠椎 噺 ど┻ぬ (e) 糠追 噺 ど┻ぬ,  糠椎 噺 ど┻の (f) 糠追 噺 ど┻の, 糠椎 噺 ど┻ぬ 

Fig. 4. Robot navigation behavior if positioned towards an obstacle and the parameter of 

perception memory granularity set to 結陳銚掴嫉妊 噺 にど 

The Fig. 4 shows that the robot is learning to avoid the obstacles while maintaining a 
wandering behaviour. However, note the abnormalities into graphs (b, c, and e) of Fig. 5, 
this is because the robot stuck in a local minima where all selected navigation actions were 
judged as not feasible. While, the graphs (d) and (f) of Fig. 5 reveals a local minima where 
the robot stuck however not totally immobile, it remained alternating between antonym 
actions as turn_left and turn_right. This behaviour could be better visualized in Fig. 6. 
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(a) 糠追 噺 ど┻な,  糠椎 噺 ど┻な (b) 糠追 噺 ど┻な,  糠椎 噺 ど┻に (c) 糠追 噺 ど┻に,  糠椎 噺 ど┻な 

 
(d) 糠追 噺 ど┻ぬ,  糠椎 噺 ど┻ぬ (e) 糠追 噺 ど┻ぬ,  糠椎 噺 ど┻の (f) 糠追 噺 ど┻の,  糠椎 噺 ど┻ぬ 

Fig. 5. Robot navigation behavior if positioned frontwards an obstacle and the parameter of 

perception memory granularity set to 結陳銚掴嫉妊 噺 ねど 

 

 
(a) 糠追 噺 ど┻な,  糠椎 噺 ど┻な (b) 糠追 噺 ど┻な┸  糠椎 噺 ど┻に (c) 糠追 噺 ど┻に  糠椎 噺 ど┻な 

 
(d) 糠追 噺 ど┻ぬ,  糠椎 噺 ど┻ぬ (e)  糠追 噺 ど┻ぬ,  糠椎 噺 ど┻の (f)  糠追 噺 ど┻の,  糠椎 噺 ど┻ぬ 

Fig. 6. Robot navigation behavior for 結陳銚掴嫉妊 噺 ねど 

Moreover, the wandering behaviour was re-established (Fig. 6 (d) and (f).) after a human 
mediation suspending the autonomous navigation and teaching some safe navigation 
actions and then returning to autonomous mode. Notably, the cases where the robot stuck 
occurred only when we set the memory granularity to a large value. It is because the robot 
capacity to distinguish between similar contexts was biased by memory granularity as 
shown Table 2.  

 

Units into Perception Memory 朱使 結陳銚掴嫉妊
 

糠追 噺 ど┻な 糠椎 噺 ど┻な 
糠追 噺 ど┻な 糠椎 噺 ど┻に 

糠追 噺 ど┻に 糠椎 噺 ど┻な 
糠追 噺 ど┻ぬ 糠椎 噺 ど┻ぬ 

糠追 噺 ど┻ぬ 糠椎 噺 ど┻の 
糠追 噺 ど┻の 糠椎 噺 ど┻ぬ 

20 73,210 78,204 80,779 80,347 82,495 79,219 

40 6,798 6,921 6,835 6,977 6,798 6,870 

Table 2. Number of memory units used to represent the robot perceptions 
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The relationship between the memory granularity and robot capacity to learn to distinguish 
safe navigation actions from unsafe, becomes clear confronting the data reported in Table 2 
with the graphs in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Then found a suitable value for parameter 結陳銚掴 of 
GTLSOM is a main job to obtain a suitable memory of perceptions. Moreover, the presented 
results indicates high values of 糠椎 weaken the synapses so that the algorithm is unable to 

recover them and the learning process stuck in a local minima. Whereas setting up 糠椎 values 

lightly greater than 糠追 seem to produce better results (Fig. 4 (b) and (e)).   

5.5.3 Test set B – navigating in 3D  

For this test set, the robot was released to navigates in 3D employing actions to floating up 
and down besides that used to navigate in 2D. Then we have also considered the 
perceptions originated from sensors on Top and Bottom of robot. The parameter of memory 

granularity was set as 結陳銚掴嫉妊 噺 にど  because of the results reported in Subsection 5.5.2. The 
parameters  糠追 and 糠椎 were set using the pairs (ど┻な; ど┻な), (ど┻な; ど┻に) and (ど┻に; ど┻な). Other 

parameters were set as in Subsection 5.5.2 and the time of test was established as 150.000 
attempts of navigation. The Fig. 7 shows that results are similar to those obtained with robot 
constrained to navigate in two dimensions (Fig. 4). 
 

 
(a) 糠追 噺 ど┻な,  糠椎 噺 ど┻な (b) 糠追 噺 ど┻な,  糠椎 噺 ど┻に (c) 糠追 噺 ど┻に,  糠椎 噺 ど┻な 

Fig. 7. Robot navigation behavior if positioned frontwards an obstacle while navigating in 
3D 

5.5.4 Test set C – navigating into similar environments  

In this test set, the objective was asset the knowledge reuse to navigate in another similar 
environment. Firstly, the robot was placed into an initial environment and left to acquire 
navigation skills learning about contexts and the feasibility of navigation actions. Further, 
the robot was removed and reinserted into a similar environment for two times without 

restart its memory. The parameter set was established with 結陳銚掴嫉妊 噺 にど,  糠追 噺 ど┻な, 糠椎 噺 ど┻な 

and others were set with values used in test set A (Subsection 5.5.2). The time of each phase 
was set to one hundred thousand navigation actions. The Fig. 8 shows percent of collisions 
for each phase. Note the spikes following the reinsertion indicating that the robot found 
unknown contexts which are learned rapidly. Moreover, the percent of collisions remains 
decreasing indicating the success of knowledge reuse.   

6. Conclusion 

We have discussed briefly the issue of topology learning and topology preserving maps and 
its applicability to surface reconstruction and to computational intelligence. Thereafter we 
have presented the GSOSM model which was developed considering the surface 
reconstruction problem. Then we have updated GSOSM algorithm to work with space 温津, 
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券 半 ぬ. Specifically we have modified the adaptation step by introducing a method to obtain 
a suitable 温津 normal vector. Moreover, we have added an activation function to report the 
nodes activation in a normalised way. Then we called the resulting model as Growing 
Topology Learning Self-Organizing Map (GTLSOM) and we attempt to give a proof of its 
topology preservation capability.  
Further, we have used GTLSOM as a tool to produce a basic memory which was employed 
to enable a robot with a remembrance capability. Basically, in this aplication GTLSOM acts 
as memory by constructing a map grouping patterns into nodes with a receptive field (units 
of memory). In our model the memory inputs are representations of robot perceptions about 
its surrounding environment. The knowledge about contextual feasibility of each navigation 
action is stored into synapses linking units of memory and actions.  Then, the incoming 
perceptions are classified to nodes firing a remembrance process that subsidizes a value 
judgment for each possible action to be selected.  We also have reported the obtained results 
which are indicatives of success of our model. Moreover note that in our model, the basic 
memory does not know the origin of each perception as well as what happens out of its 
boundaries. Therefore, the basic memory could be shared with other cognitive process. 
 

 

Fig. 8. Robot navigation behavior if moved from an environment to other similar one 
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